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Abstract. The Starshine 3 satellite will carry several power technology demonstrations. Since Starshine 3 is

primarily a passive experiment and does not need electrical power to successfully complete its mission, the

requirement for a highly reliable power system is greatly reduced. This creates an excellent opportunity to

test new power technologies. Several government and commercial interests have teamed up to provide
Starshine 3 with a small power system using state-of-the-art components. Starshine 3 will also fly novel

integrated microelectronic power supplies (IMPS) for evaluation.

Introduction

The Kodiak Star mission is scheduled to launch on August 31,2001. It will carry the Starshine 3 satellite
to a circular orbit of 475 km inclined 67 °. Starshine 3 is a 36" diameter spherical satellite covered with

1500 l"-diameter mirrors (figure 1).

The primary mission of Starshine 3 is to measure atmospheric density as a function of altitude. This is
done by tracking the Starshine 3 orbital decay. Tracking is accomplished using radar, LIDAR and visual

sightings against a star field. 1Starshine 3 is essentially a passive satellite. There is no use of electrical

power to assist the orbital tracking. This makes Starshine 3 an excellent platform to test new power

technologies without the burden of mission success depending on the power system. We set out to design
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components that are not yet flight proven and will
improve future power systems. Three separate power

related experiments are included on Starshine 3. They

are: high efficiency solar cells and rechargeable

lithium-ion batteries, integrated microelectronic power
supplies, and an optical transmission test of material

used for high efficiency, flexible, solar concentrator

lenses. In the sections below each of these experiments
will be described in detail.

Advance Solar Cells and Batteries

The solar cells used on Starshine 3 to power the

electronics and transmitter are GaInP/GaAs/Ge triple-

junction cells made by Emcore Corporation. The cells

Figure 1) The Starshine 3 satellite.
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Figure 2) Sketch showing how solar cells are mounted to Starshine 3.

for Starshine 3 are 24% efficient under air mass zero (AM0). The Starshine 3 flight will mark the first

time Emcore triple-junction cells have flown in space. Emcore is currently producing triple-junction cells
that are 26% efficient at AM0. 2

The battery used for storage of (excess) power generated by the solar cells is comprised of three Sony

18650 lithium-ion rechargeable cells. NASA has qualified these cells for one time (primary cells) use
aboard the Space Shuttle, making it an excellent candidate for a rechargeable application. The main

advantage of lithium-ion technology is higher energy density. Lithium-ion cells weigh approximately
one-forth what Ni-Cad cells weigh for a given Watt-hour rating. The cells of the Starshine 3 battery were

stripped out of battery packs made for Canon® video cameras. The battery pack model is BP-930. The

Starshine 3 battery consists of three Sony 18650 cells (nominal rating is 4.2V at 1.5 Amp-hours per cell)

connected in series. The electrical power required to operate the electronics and transmitter is
approximately one Watt averaged over an orbital period.

In order to ease integration of the solar cells onto the spacecraft, it was required that each cell be mounted
much like one of the 1500 mirrors on the satellite. Each solar cell is mounted on a modified mirror mount

that consists of a machined aluminum coupon about one inch on a side and a hollow stud on the back.

The stud passes through the spacecraft shell where it is held in place with a compressive spring and clip.
Wires from each solar cell pass through the stud into the spacecraft shell. Once inside the shell, the

electrical leads from the solar cells are interconnected into a series string on a small circuit board. The

circuit board has bypass diodes for each cell and a blocking diode on the string to prevent battery

discharge through the solar cell string. Figure 2 shows a cross section of how the cells are mounted.

Since Starshine 3 is a rotating sphere and its orientation is not controlled, it was necessary to distribute the
solar cells over the spacecraft in order to insure that enough power would be produced regardless of

orientation. Eight small strings of solar cells are distributed across the surface of Starshine 3. Each

cluster consists of a 6-cell string of 2 cm x 2 cm cells. Three strings are visible in Figure 1. A close-up of

a solar cell string mounted to the body of the spacecraft is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3) One of 8 solar cell strings on Starshine 3. Pictured in the center is the silicone transparency experiment.

Each string can supply 12.4 Volts at 60 mA when fully illuminated. On average, three clusters will be

partially illuminated at any one time providing approximately 140 mA at 12.4 Volts to the power bus.

The battery controls the operating point of the solar cell strings. Once the battery is charged to 12.4

Volts, the charge control circuitry shunts excess power into a dummy load.

The charge control schematic and the flight PMAD hardware are shown in figure 4. There is no under

voltage protection of the battery. The only way to recover from a low battery voltage would be to
temporarily shut down the transmitter via a ground command, allowing the battery to recharge. The

voltage limits of operation are between 11 Volts and 12.4 Volts for the Starshine 3 electronics. The

battery capacity is nominally 0.9 Amp-hours in this range. The anticipated discharge should not exceed
0.08 Amp-hours during an orbit. Thus the total depth of discharge compared to the nominal rating of the

battery (1.5 Amp-hour) is 5.3%. The power system will be characterized by measuring the current

produced by each string, the battery voltage, and the battery charge/discharge current.

Integrated Microelectronic Power Supply

The development of small micro and nano-satellites has generated a need for smaller lightweight power
systems. Thin film batteries and solar cells are ideally suited to such applications. The necessity for both

generation and storage of power for microelectronic applications can be achieved by combining a thin

film photovoltaic array with a thin film lithium-ion battery into what is called an integrated

microelectronic power supply (IMPS). These supplies can be combined with individual satellite
components and are capable of providing continuous power in a variety of illumination schemes. It is a

technological goal of IMPS development to have all components seamlessly integrated on a common

substrate using thin film batteries and thin film solar cells. The Starshine 3 IMPS are just the first step
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Figure 4) The schematic diagram of the electrical circuit used to control battery charging is shown on the left. On the

right is the flight PMAD and battery hardware.

toward this goal and will provide valuable experience in design and operation of IMPS in a space
environment.

Starshine 3 will fly five experimental integrated microelectronic power supplies pictured in figure 5. 3 The

experimental integrated microelectronic power supply is a stand-alone device that provides power
generation, storage, and management in one compact package. The Starshine 3 IMPS consists of a solar

array, a rechargeable battery, and power management electronics all fitting on one square-inch of circuit

board. The IMPS are designed to deliver a constant 20 btA through a 1000 _ platinum temperature sensor.
The solar array is a one square centimeter, monolithically interconnected module (MIM) 4 of seven GaAs

solar cells connected in series. The array output is nearly 7 Volts and can deliver up to 3 mA of current to

the load and/or charging of the battery.

Battery

Figure 5) A Starshine 3 integrated
microelectronic power supply.

M IM GaAs
array

The IMPS energy storage is a high capacity 3-Volt

manganese/lithium-ion rechargeable battery. The battery is

a Panasonic ML2020 with a capacity of 45 mA-hr rated for
a continuous 100 btA load. The power management

electronics consists of a micro-power voltage regulator and

a blocking diode. The voltage regulator (MAXIM

1726EUK) keeps the battery from charging above 3 Volts.
The blocking diode prevents current from flowing back

through the array when it is in the dark. The load side
includes two, P-type MOSFETS that shut off the load from

the IMPS below 2.3 Volts. Figure 6 shows the complete

IMPS and load circuitry. All of the electronic components
were selected to minimize parasitic losses in the circuit and

avoid draining the battery. Most of these electronics were necessary to avoid damage to the battery that

would reduce its cycle life. Ideally, the solar array voltage and size could be matched to the battery

voltage and charge current. A blocking diode could also be integrated onto the array eliminating the
need for electronics.
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Testing Concentrator Lens Materials

Concentrator solar arrays add efficiency and high radiation hardness to a power system. One such system
in use is the SCARLET 2 Array s on the Deep Space 1 spacecraft. However, the structure needed to

support concentrator lenses (or reflectors) can offset some of the benefit of a concentrator system. One

concept to reduce the mass of the concentrator assembly is to use an inflatable Fresnel lens array for solar
concentration. 6 One of the technological challenges for the inflatable array is to develop a flexible lens

material that will not degrade in the harsh environment of space. The lens material of choice is a

specially processed, transparent silicone rubber used for bonding cover glass to solar cells. Starshine 3

will monitor the transparency of two silicone samples as they are exposed to the space environment.

Summary_

Starshine 3 has the unique opportunity to test new power technologies with little or no risk to the

Starshine primary mission. Advance solar cells, batteries, silicone lens material and novel integrated
micro power supplies will be demonstrated on Starshine 3.
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